FRANCE


ANOTHER SPEARHEAD OF THE FRENCH FIRST ARMY IS LASHING OUT ALONG THE WESTERN BANK OF THE RHINE AND HAS DRIVEN NORTHWARD AFTER LIBERATING MULHOUSE. THIS SPEARHEAD WAS CLOSING ON THE TOWN OF BELLFORT YESTERDAY. THE FRENCH HAVE EXCELLENT ROADS AHEAD OF THEM AND WERE ABOUT 40 MILES SOUTH OF STRASBOURG LAST NIGHT. THE GERMANS HAVE NO MORE THAN THREE CROSSINGS OF THE RHINE RIVER SOUTH OF STRASBOURG. MOPPING UP IS STILL GOING ON IN THE TOWN OF BELLFORT.

THE AMERICAN SEVENTH ARMY DRIVING AHEAD RAPIDLY THROUGH THE VOSGES HAS QUICKLY TAKEN THE BIG TOWN OF SAVENNE AND YANKS HAVE DRIVEN OUT TO CRACK THROUGH THE "SAV-EENE GAP" GUARDING THE APPROACHES TO THE FLAT PLAIN OF THE RHINE. LAST NIGHT, THE AMERICANS WERE DRIVING FOR STRASBOURG ACROSS THE RHINE PLAIN AND WERE WITHIN 20 MILES OF THE BIG INDUSTRIAL CITY. THE GERMANS ARE HOPELESSLY OUTFLANKED AND WILL HAVE TO PULL BACK OR BE ENCLOSED.

GENERAL PATTON'S THIRD ARMY FORCES HAVE COMPLETELY LIBERATED THE FORTRESS OF METZ AND THIRD ARMY TROOPS HAVE LINKED UP WITH GENERAL PATT'S SEVENTH ARMY TROOPS NEAR SAARBOURG ON THE RIGHT FLANK OF THE THIRD ARMY. OTHER AMERICAN FIRST ARMY TROOPS ARE CLOSING ON THE SAAR BASIN AND ARE BATTLING AT THE APPROACHES TO THE SEIFRIED LINE. THE GERMAN TOWN OF MERSIG HAS BEEN LIBERATED.

AMERICAN AND BRITISH TROOPS OF THE AMERICAN FIRST AND NINTH AND BRITISH SECOND ARMIES ARE BATTERING THEIR WAY TOWARDS THE RIVER IN A YARD BY YARD ADVANCE. AMERICAN CORRESPONDENTS SAY THAT THE AMERICAN NINTH HAS REACHED THE HOER RIVER AT TWO PLACES. THE ALLIED FORCES ARE EXERTING TERRIFIC PRESSURE ON THE GERMANS EAST OF AACHEN AND GELENKIRCHEN. THE AMERICAN FIRST HAS CAPTURED ESCHWEILER AND HAS PUSHED BEYOND IT AND HAS PUSHED ON ANOTHER TWO MILES TO THE EAST OF AACHEN. THE FIRST NOW CONTROLS NINE MILES OF THE ROAD BETWEEN AACHEN AND COLOGNE. NINTH ARMY TROOPS WERE LAST REPORTED WITHIN TWO MILES OF JULICH. BRITISH SECOND ARMY TROOPS ARE GRINDING OUT GAINS EAST AND NORTHEAST OF GELENKIRCHEN. THE GERMANS ARE LAUNCHING COUNTERATTACK AFTER COUNTERATTACK AND HAVE THROWN IN MORE FRESH FORCES IN AN EFFORT TO CHECK THE ALLIED ADVANCE BUT THEY HAVE ONLY SUCCEEDED IN SLOWING THE ALLIED STEAMROLLER DOWN.

UNITS OF THE BRITISH SECOND ARMY FIGHTING IN EASTERN HOLLAND HAVE DRIVEN TO WITHIN A MILE OF THE CROSSING AT VENLO. THE BRITISH ARE NOW UP TO THE MAAS RIVER ON A 16 MILE FRONT SOUTH OF VENLO.

RUSSELL

HEAVY FIGHTING IS GOING ON FOR THE RAIL AND ROAD CENTERS NORTHWEST OF BUDAPEST. THESE CENTERS OF EGER, MOLDOZ AND HAVLHAN GUARD THE APPROACHES TO PASSAGES-running SOUTHERN CZECHOSLOVAKIA. THE GERMANS COUNTERATTACKED 12 TIMES IN THE EGER AREA YESTERDAY BUT WERE THROWN BACK EACH TIME. THE GIDS HAVE TAKEN A SMALL TOWN 4 MILES WEST OF EGER ON THE APPROACHES TO BUDAPEST.
ITALY:

British and Polish troops of the Eighth Army have made "substantial gains" to the south of Faenza. More than 2300 sorties were flown by Allied planes operating from Italy yesterday. American heavy bombers attacked the Munich area of Germany and targets in Austria, northern Italy and Yugoslavia.

Marshall Tito reports that the whole of Macedonia in southern Yugoslavia has been liberated. Over 3000 Germans were either killed or captured in the battle for Macedonia. Fierce fighting is now going on in eastern Bosnia.

ENGLAND:

More than 4000 American servicemen today attended Thanksgiving Day services in Westminster Abbey. There was "enemy air activity" over England during the night.

PACIFIC:

American Thunderbolts and Lightnings and motor torpedo boats yesterday intercepted a Jap convoy of light ships and barges carrying troops and supplies for Ormoc. The planes and torpedo boats sank 50 barges and light boats. American troops on Leyte are smashing into the outskirts of Limon near Ormoc. The Japs' position on Leyte is steadily growing worse and Tokyo Radio admitted today that "the defense of Leyte may collapse."

American Super Forts shot down 20 planes and damaged another 22 in Tuesday's attack on Kyushu. American losses were 2, possibly 3 bombers.